Science Snippet

Persistence of Vision
There are numerous oscillating objects, electromagnetic waves and vibrating molecules out there
that cannot be observed by human sight. Our sense of sight is just not able to perceive and detect
these fast changing images. In this snippet I will show you an easy way to expose this “secret
world” to your students using a solar panel and speaker.

Background

Have a look at the ceiling lights in your classroom. Do you observe that the lights are flickering at a
fast rate? No - you won’t be able, to. The human eye can only detect flicker rates below 23 flickers
per second. So, how fast are the lights flickering? An astonishing 100 times per second and that is
why a DC and AC powered light is perceived to have the same output. (For my US readers, yours is
closer to 120 times per second)
On the other hand, most humans can detect sound frequencies ranging from 20 to 20,000Hz. That
is, pulses per second. The human eye detects & refreshes individual images up to a rate of 23
frames per second. Above that, the images get merged into a “moving image”.
Why don’t we observe the flickering? This is due to the slow update rate of images in the eye/brain
system, known as Persistence of Vision. The average brain can only interpret single images that
stay on the retina for at least 43 milli-seconds (resulting in a 23 Hz frequency). It is said to be a
chemical change on the retina and that takes milliseconds to form & subside.
Simple exercise: Wave your hand slowly in front of your eyes so you can observe your hand. Now
increase the speed and soon you will only see a merged, blurred version of your hand.

Prepare to be amazed

There is a simple way in which we can transform a light signal into a sound signal and prove that the
hearing sense is superior to the sight sense, as to the level of pulses per second that can be
detected. Solar panels (and photodiodes) bring us the ability to convert light energy to electrical
energy, and then to sound energy, instantly, if connected to a speaker.
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What you will need:
- A small solar panel
- A powered speaker. One that runs on batteries, such as a mobile phone external speaker. It must
have an 3.5mm AUX input socket.
- A 3.5mm stereo plug with wires to connect the panel to the speaker. Polarity is not important.
- Battery powered torch and a laser pointer (optional)
- AC classroom lights or a mains powered lamp (not fitted with LEDs)

Demonstrations

1 Listen to the lights in the classroom. Hear AC and DC.
[Connect the solar panel to the speaker, turn the classroom lights off and turn the speaker on]
1.1 Demonstrate the output of a DC source by shining the DC torch beam on the panel. (DC
means direct current and indicates that the energy source has a fixed polarity and the supply does
not cycle between different terminals). You should here no sound - this is the sound of DC. Cut the
beam with your fingers to get a clicking-switching sound. A laser pointer will produce the same
outcome. Try it!
1.2 Not that long ago most classrooms were fitted with fluorescent tubes that were powered by an
AC source (alternating current). Your classroom may still have these AC powered lights. AC power
can easily be detected by simply pointing the solar panel at the light source and “listening” to the
sound output. [Turn the lights on]. A humming sound indicates an AC source. This is a 100Hz
frequency hum due to the power supply cycle frequency of 50Hz (120 and 60 in the USA).
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Power station generators in Australia & New Zealand produce
alternating current (AC) with a 50 Hz frequency. This means that
the supply delivers 50 cycles per second. One cycle is depicted on
the right. Where the ‘wave’ crosses the line, the current is
momentarily off, and this happens twice per cycle and therefore 100
times per second. Your ears hear the 100 Hz switching of the lights,
but your eyes see it differently!
Note: Nowadays many classrooms have DC energy efficient LED lights installed. If you have these
fitted in your classroom then you will not hear the AC humming sound. Only a short pulse when the
lights are switched on. You may have to use a mains powered desk lamp to get the hum.
OK. We’ve noticed that human eyes cannot perceive the fast variable switching
of standard AC lights, however, once the solar panel-speaker converted the
flickering rate to audible pulses, everyone heard the fast cycle and got
annoyed by the output. Interestingly, this may be the first time many hear the
fingerprint sounds of alternating (AC) and direct current (DC), although many
may have listened to the rock band, AC/DC before! 🎵
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2 Light Listener
Most electronic screens and monitors are refreshed at a high rate (rate of change of image).
Investigate the invisible changes by walking around the school or house and pointing the
solar panel at different types of screens, eg. a computer monitor, TV screen. You will hear
a wide range of frequencies. Also try the remote controls of the TV and any novelty
light-up source, such as the bulb shaped LED light, shown on the right.
At night, point the solar panel at the following light sources:
- various neon signs & display lighting. Can you distinguish between DC
and AC powered signs?
- cars’ headlights, various street lamps powered by solar (DC) and AC
- sunlight filtering through moving leaves
In computer monitors based on CRT technology (cathode ray tube), the refresh rate (usually 60 or
72 Hz) is the number of times that the image on the display is refreshed each second. Flat panel
(LCD) displays do not produce significant humming sounds as LCD displays turn each pixel
individually on and off, like your mobile phone.
Even though not perceptible, flickering at much higher frequencies may affect people by causing
eyestrain and migraines. Computer monitor flicker particularly affects people in the autism spectrum
including people with Asperger's Syndrome.
3 Persistence of Vision
Use any novelty light that has fast flickering LEDs. A few useful devices are the strobing RGB ring,
the rotating fan with LEDs and the light-writer-fan. See images below. [Dim the lights and turn the
speaker on]
Ring: Hold the fast flickering ring in front of the solar panel to hear the quick switching of the LEDs.
Then move the strobing ring in circles so the images get spread out on the eye’s retina. Now you
can clearly see the flickering red, green & blue LEDs.
Fans: Hold the light-up fan’s propeller stationary with your fingers, close to the solar panel, to hear
the fast switching LEDs. Then let the propeller freely rotate to see the ‘merged’ persistence of vision
effect. This is exactly what you experience when you watch fast moving single frames in the cinema
or on TV.

The energy conversions can create interesting classroom discussions. Ask students to trace the
energy conversions, starting with the battery. Can they name five conversions?
4 Molecular Motion
In the next Snippet I will reveal to you how you can model the molecular motion of molecules while
they undergo phase transitions. And best of all, it can be done with the same equipment!
Happy teaching!

Carl
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